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About the submitting organisations:  

A. The Asian Forum for Human Rights and Development (FORUM-ASIA) is 

a network of 85 member organisations across 23 countries, mainly in Asia. 

Founded in 1991, FORUM-ASIA works to strengthen movements for 

human rights and sustainable development through research, advocacy, 

capacity development and solidarity actions in Asia and beyond. It has 

special consultative status with the United Nations Economic and Social 

Council, and a consultative relationship with the ASEAN Intergovernmental 

Commission on Human Rights.  

B. Human Rights Defenders’ Alert – India (HRDA) is a national platform of 

human rights defenders for human rights defenders in India. Founded in 

2010, it has more than 3000 individuals and organisations as members. 

HRDA initiates urgent action for the protection of human rights defenders 

under threat and attack. 

C. This report is submitted by FORUM-ASIA, HRDA and FORUM-ASIA’s 

member organisations in India.  

D. This joint submission in endorsed by additional 2697 organisations and 1457 

individuals, including 2219 organisations and 1032 individuals that have 

opted to stay anonymous for fear of reprisals (full list available in annex 1).  
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Freedom of Association and Assembly in India 

1. Introduction 

1.1 The report predominantly focuses on the status of freedom of association and 

assembly in India since its last Universal Periodic Review (UPR) in 2017. 

This report was based on research from credible sources of information 

including the government, international organisations, media reports, and 

academic publications drawn from the public domain. Input from experts and 

human rights defenders from all over India were sought through an online 

national consultation that was jointly conducted by FORUM-ASIA and 

HRDA on October 12, 2021, held for the purpose of this submission. Nearly 

110 participants, all experts working substantially on the freedom of 

assembly and association, took part in the consultation and contributed to the 

drafting process of this report. 

1.2  In the UPR in 2017, India received nine recommendations regarding 

freedom of assembly and association, including five recommendations 

specifically to review and amend the Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act, 

2010 and guarantee free right to association. Further, India was encouraged 

during the proceedings to respect international standards and the right to 

assembly in law enforcement operations.1 India noted these 

recommendations. 

 

2. Freedom of Association and Assembly in India: Overview 

2.1. The Indian Constitution guarantees fundamental rights of citizens such as 

the right to ‘assemble peaceably and without arms’2 and to form 

‘associations or unions’3 subject to reasonable restrictions.4 India is also 

bound by international human rights covenants including the International 

Covenant on the Civil and Political Rights5 , which guarantee the rights 

to freedom of assembly and of association. 
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2.2. Whereas the constitutional framework of India is compliant with the 

international law standards, it is observed that by exercising policing laws 

and other security legislations, these fundamental human rights are 

frequently subject to heavy restrictions and are not guaranteed on the 

ground.6   

2.3. India has witnessed historic protests during this UPR cycle including the 

protests against the Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA) 2019, across the 

country.7 These mass protests were peaceful and yet met with brutal 

repression by the state.8  

2.4. Protesting the imposition of the three farm laws9, thousands of farmers 

marched to the borders of the national capital in the Dilli Chalo campaign 

demanding that the laws should be repealed and for the negotiation of 

Minimum Support Price.10 Finally, after a year-long protest, the laws were 

repealed in December 2021. The farmers’ protest of 2020-2021 

demonstrates the inalienable importance of the right to peaceful assembly 

in a democracy and that it is one of the crucial tools available to 

individuals and groups against the state machinery.  

2.5. To manage the COVID-19 pandemic, the Indian Government imposed a 

nationwide lockdown with notice of just four hours.11 Millions of persons 

including migrant labourers were stranded. Enforcement of the lockdown 

was met with police excesses. The pandemic was used as a reason to shut 

down ongoing protests and to restrict peaceful assemblies.   

2.6. There has been a systematic clampdown in Kashmir after the abrogation 

of Article 370 of the Constitution of India and the special status of Jammu 

and Kashmir.12 Several politicians, academics, journalists were detained 

or placed under house arrest restricting the right to assembly and 

organising peaceful protests.13 

2.7. Police authorities routinely subject protesters and organisers of peaceful 

public assemblies to surveillance. For instance, facial recognition 

technology was used to track down protesters in New Delhi and Uttar 
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Pradesh.14 There is no coherent law concerning surveillance and privacy. 

Mass surveillance using facial recognition technology in the absence of a 

legal framework raises serious concerns about the lack of 

accountability.15 

 

3. Status of Right to Freedom of Assembly 

 

3.1. Right to Protest 

3.1.1. India has a rich history of public assemblies, processions and protests 

which were a significant part of the independence movement. In the case 

of ‘Himmat Lal K Shah v. Police Commissioner Ahmedabad’, the 

Supreme Court has recognized that “public streets are the ‘natural’ places 

for expression of opinion and dissemination of ideas”.16 Yet, increasingly, 

the right to assemble peacefully is restricted by administrative authorities 

and courts exercising judicial review on constitutionally impermissible 

grounds of avoiding inconvenience to the public.17  

3.1.2. The anti-CAA protests in Shaheen Bagh, Delhi,18 were challenged in 

Supreme Court on the ground that the protesters were causing 

inconvenience to the general public: commuters, shopkeepers etc. The 

Court held that protest should be organised in “designated places” and 

“public ways and public spaces cannot be occupied in such a manner and 

that too indefinitely”.19  

3.1.3. In October 2017, the National Green Tribunal (NGT) banned all protests 

and sit-ins in and around Jantar Mantar, New Delhi, which was used as 

an open space allotted by authorities to carry out protests.20 On appeal, the 

Supreme Court held that while there can be no blanket ban, Delhi Police 

can frame guidelines for granting permissions for protests at Jantar 

Mantar and Boat Club which have been historic sites for protests in the 
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capital.21 However, the guidelines are restrictive and affect the right to 

assemble peacefully22 and run foul of international standards.23  

3.1.4. Mass protests during this period included protests of indigenous 

communities against the Statue of Unity, a tourism project in the state of 

Gujarat that acquired their lands.24 

3.1.5. HRDA-India has noted and issued urgent appeals where the right to 

protest and peacefully assemble are threatened. These include an instance 

where Chhattisgarh police used excessive force against protesters leading 

to the death of 3 HRDs.25 It has also issued urgent appeal where 

environmental activists faced threat, intimidation, assault, and fabricated 

charges for protesting peacefully against the Jindal Steel Plant in Odisha.26 

 

3.2. Prior Permissions 

3.2.1. Though not in keeping with the spirit of Article 19(1)(b) of the 

Constitution, India in practice, requires prior permissions to conduct 

protests rather than prior notification. Police legislations of several states 

authorize police authorities to grant permission for public assemblies or 

meetings.27  

3.2.2. The discretion vested with the State is exercised in an arbitrary and often 

discriminatory manner. Permission is denied to protest against the State 

or majoritarian policies/politics amounting to subject matter censorship. 

Vague reasons such as apprehension of violence or public order 

disruption are given as a ground to deny permission. Rather than 

providing protection to protesters engaging in peaceful assembly, 

apprehension of violence against protesters is used to deny the right 

itself.28 

3.3. Laws restricting the right to assembly in ‘public order’ 

3.3.1. General criminal laws such as the Code of Criminal Procedure (CrPC), 

state police laws as well as special legislations such as the Armed Forces 
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(Special Powers) Act29 and the Public Safety Act30 are used to restrict 

peaceful assemblies.  

3.3.2. Section 144 of the CrPC authorises the magistrate to issue an order “in 

urgent cases of nuisance or apprehended danger” to restrict any person or 

groups from assembling peacefully. Courts have consistently held that 

Section 144 is meant to be used only in exceptional and proximate 

situations that give rise to an apprehension of danger or major unrest. It 

should not become another instrument at the hands of the party in power 

to quell democratic voices of dissent.31 Yet, Section 144 CrPC is routinely 

extended by the local authorities in most parts of the country. This 

provision was also invoked to disrupt anti-CAA protests and also by 

internet shutdowns.32  

3.3.3. In light of the frequent internet shutdowns in Kashmir valley and curfew 

enforced by a massive number of military and para-military troops, 

freedom of assembly was severely affected.33 

3.3.4. In Kashmir, state authorities invoked Section 107 of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure permitting detention where ‘breach of peace’ is apprehended 

and detained several persons.34 However, those arrested and detained were 

released only upon signing an undertaking that they will not make any 

comments, statements, make public speeches, hold or participate in any 

public assembly relating to the events in Jammu and Kashmir for a period 

of one year.35 

 

3.4. Use of force against protesters  

3.4.1. The brutal use of police force against protesters has been a major concern. 

Police used severe force against the protesters during the anti-CAA 

protests held in different parts of the country. In the State of Uttar Pradesh, 

at least 23 persons were admittedly killed and 83 injured in police action 

to clamp down CAA protests.36 In addition, scores of persons were 
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tortured, arrested and detained by the police. Some incidents are as 

follows: 

a. The police killed five protesters and several persons were injured in 

the anti-CAA protests in Assam in December 2019.37  

b. Chennai police lathi-charged protesters peacefully demonstrating 

against the CAA in February 2020. The protesters were denied 

permission by the police to hold a public assembly; when they 

continued to hold the meeting, they were assaulted to disperse.38   

c. Students of Aligarh Muslim University were tortured after they 

commenced peaceful protests against CAA. Armed security forces 

entered the University campus, launched a lathi charge, fired tear gas, 

used stun grenades on students.39  

d. In Jamia Millia Islamia University, police entered the campus and 

cracked down on students peacefully protesting against CAA. The 

police used tear gas, lathi charge and brutally attacked students after 

forcibly entering the campus. National Human Rights Commission of 

India (NHRCI) recommended administrative action against police 

officers involved in “damaging CCTV cameras, unnecessarily caning” 

and using tear gas shells inside the library but no criminal 

prosecution.40 However, there is no compliance of the same.  

e. Students in Srinagar assembled and protested against the violence at 

Jamia Millia Islamia students. Police used batons and teargas shells to 

disperse the assembly. It is reported that journalists attempting to 

cover the incident were also beaten up and their cameras and phones 

were snatched away.41 

3.4.2. State authorities used severe force, including water cannons, batons and 

tear gas, to stop farmers’ agitation and their attempts to enter Haryana or 

Delhi.42 They were denied permission to enter the city43 or conduct a 

peaceful protest at Jantar Mantar or Ramlila Maidan in New Delhi44. Four 
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farmers were killed by a convoy of cars owned by a Minister run over 

them deliberately.45 After one year of protest, in November 2021, the 

Indian government agreed to repeal the controversial Farm laws.46  

3.4.3. In May 2018, thirteen people were killed and over a hundred were injured 

in Thoothukudi, Tamil Nadu, when police opened fire on persons 

engaging in peaceful protest against the expansion of Sterlite copper 

smelter plant run by Vedanta Corporation.47 Pursuant to the public furore 

over the brutal massacre of the protesters who had assembled peacefully, 

several authorities took cognizance of the incident. Whereas the Madras 

High Court has been monitoring the case and has directed the Central 

Bureau of Investigation to conduct an investigation, the state government 

has constituted a judicial commission of inquiry. The NHRC conducted 

its independent investigation, pursuant to the public furore over the brutal 

massacre of peaceful protesters.48 Though it is nearly four years since the 

incident, perpetrators have not been punished and accountability has not 

been fixed yet. Delayed investigation and prosecution cause concern and 

is a mark of impunity. 

 

3.5. Criminalisation and prosecution of protesters  

3.5.1. In Uttar Pradesh, the government cracked down severely on anti-CAA 

protesters resulting in arrests of thousands of people including children.49 

In addition, hoardings and banners were erected in several parts of the 

capital, displaying large photographs of the faces of protesters against 

whom proceedings for recovery of damages for “damaging public 

property”  had been initiated for their role in organising and participating 

in the anti-CAA protests, rendering them vulnerable to assault and 

reprisals.50 

3.5.2. In the state of Tamil Nadu, the earlier government, an ally of the Bharatiya 

Janata Party, the ruling political party(BJP), registered thousands of 

criminal cases against persons engaging in peaceful protests against the 
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Farm Laws, CAA and other local issues such as projects with 

environmental/ecological impact such as Salem-Chennai eight-lane 

expressway, methane extraction, Neutrino and Koodankulam nuclear 

power plant.51 Following a change in regime, the present government 

withdrew 5,570 cases against peaceful protesters.52   

3.5.3. Blatant misuse of Section 124A of the Indian Penal Code (IPC), which is 

the sedition law, against protesters was observed. A study has found that 

six cases of sedition were registered during the farm protests; 25 during 

anti-CAA protests; 22 after the protest calling for justice in an incident 

gang-rape and brutal murder of a Dalit girl in Hathras.53   

3.5.4. Pathalgadi movement54, a non-violent movement by the indigenous tribal 

community resisting specific policies of the government, especially 

changes in the land laws, has been subjected to repression and criminal 

action by the Jharkhand government.  A fact-finding team found that the 

police charged around 100-150 persons and 14,000 unnamed people 

under abetment, obstruction to public servants while discharging their 

duty, creation of public nuisance, criminal intimidation and even sedition 

for standing in solidarity with the Pathalgadi movement and raising their 

voice against the attacks on indigenous rights by the government 

policies;55 10,000 persons were charged with sedition.56  

3.5.5. Members of the Delhi Protest Support Group (DPSG), an online group on 

social media application WhatsApp, which coordinated anti-CAA 

protests in 24 sites in Delhi were targeted and accused of criminal 

conspiracy leading to the Delhi riots.57 

3.5.6. The Delhi police registered cases and arrested 34 persons in 2020 under 

the UAPA. Whereas the government refused to disclose further details, 

media reports find that these cases were registered against persons for 

their role in protests against the CAA.58  Several persons arrested 

concerning these cases continue to languish in jail despite the passing of 

two years.59  
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3.6. COVID-19 and the right to protest 

3.6.1. COVID-19 pandemic was used as an excuse to silence the rising wave of 

protests in the country. Epidemic Diseases Act, 1897, a colonial 

legislation and the Disaster Management Act, 2005 were used to enforce 

lockdown norms during the COVID-19 pandemic. However, these laws 

were abused and applied in a selective manner to restrict protest 

assemblies.  

a. The government of Uttar Pradesh invoked the Epidemic Diseases Act 

1897, and arrested Dr. Ashish Mittal, general secretary of the trade 

union All India Kisan Mazdoor Sabha, in a bid to stop the anti-CAA 

protest assembly led by women in Mansoor Park area of Prayagraj.60   

b. Criminal cases were filed against hundreds of Accredited Social 

Health Activists (Asha) workers who protested in Delhi61 demanding 

better working conditions. 

c. Cases were reportedly lodged invoking the Epidemic Diseases Act 

against some youth organisation members for holding a peaceful 

protest against the killing of two persons due to police firing in 

Assam.62  

3.6.2. Whereas the State claims that it has no data on police excesses in 

enforcing lockdowns that led to harassment, injury or death of 

individuals,63 a study by Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative (CHRI) 

tracked that 15 persons had died after police beating or in police custody 

for alleged violation of lockdown restrictions during the first five weeks 

of the lockdown from March 25, 2020 to April 30, 2020.64  

 

4. Status of Right to Freedom of Association 

4.1. Challenges to associations 

4.1.1. Popular Front of India (PFI), a political organisation was banned in 

Jharkhand for its alleged links with Islamic State.65 This decision was 
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taken months after the High Court set aside the ban on the organisation as 

violative of natural justice and freedoms under Article 19.66 It is reported 

that the Central government and other States, including Uttar Pradesh are 

in the process of considering banning PFI.67 

4.1.2. The Kashmir High Court Bar Association (KHCBA) was denied 

permission by the local government to conduct elections in November 

2020. 68 The KHCBA is an influential body with over 1200 lawyers that 

had challenged the abrogation of Article 370 of the Constitution of India 

and the special status of Kashmir. 69 

4.1.3. The Kashmir Press Club (KPC), an association with 300 members, was 

forcibly taken over by a small group of journalists with alleged links to 

the BJP.70 It is reported that this group physically entered the club 

premises escorted by armed forces, declared themselves as the interim 

body and took over the management of the KPC. The body was preparing 

for its annual elections when this ‘coup’ took place. The government has 

responded by closing the club and cancelling the allotment of its office 

premises. 71  

 

4.2. Freedom of Association and Labour Laws 

4.2.1. The Parliament has enacted new labour codes in 201972 intended to 

consolidate and simplify existing labour laws. The new laws, particularly 

the Industrial Relations Code, 2020 (“IR Code”), significantly impact the 

right to association and collective bargaining of workers and undo 

developments in labour rights and jurisprudence.73  

4.2.2. The IR Code makes going on strikes extremely onerous procedurally and 

has the effect of virtually prohibiting them. Strikes in violation of this 

process are regarded as ‘illegal’, attracting fine and potentially 

imprisonment.74  
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4.2.3. The IR Code provides the Registrar of Trade Unions has the authority to 

deregister the union for violation of the Code. In light of the fact that the 

right to strike is so severely restricted, any trade union that decides to 

exercise their right to collective bargaining vide strike without notice or 

in violation of the procedure in the Code is deemed to engage in an 

‘illegal’ strike and the trade union itself can be deregistered for this 

violation. 

 

4.3. Suspension of labour laws  

4.3.1. In light of COVID-19, States such as Madhya Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh 

enacted notifications and ordinances suspending central labour laws, 

including the Trade Unions Act, 1926. These labour laws were suspended 

for the ease of doing business, for greater ‘labour flexibility’ and to revive 

economic activity.75 The fundamental right to association cannot be 

suspended on grounds of COVID-19 emergency or revival of economic 

activity.76 The notifications and ordinances suspending central labour 

laws, including suspension of the Trade Unions Act, have been 

challenged before the Supreme Court and is pending.77 

 

4.4. Non-ratification of essential labour conventions 

4.4.1. India has not ratified the core/fundamental International Labour 

Organisation (ILO) Conventions Freedom of Association and Protection 

of the Right to Organise Convention, 1948 (No. 87) and Right to Organise 

and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No. 98). The government 

has claimed that the main reason for non-ratification of ILO Conventions 

No.87 & 98 is due to certain restrictions imposed on the Government 

servants.78 
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4.5. NHRCI and Freedom of Association 

4.5.1. The NHRCI in the year 2016, when they were about to go for their re-

accreditation process before the Global Alliance of National Human 

Rights Institutions (GANHRI), it took suo-moto cognizance of the case 

on alleged FCRA violations of Centre for Promotion of Social Concerns 

(CPSC), as they considered it as an attack on the freedom of association. 

The NHRCI issued a notice to the Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) to 

submit responses on various queries from them.79 The first response from 

the MHA was found undetailed as well as vague by the NHRCI. Further, 

the second response from the Under Secretary MHA was submitted which 

was also found unsatisfactory by the NHRCI and asked the Home 

Secretary of Government of India to submit response to their queries in 

more detail. However, once the NHRCI was reaccredited with ‘A’ status 

back in November 2017 by the Sub Committee of Accreditation (SCA) 

of GANHRI, they displayed a change in their ‘tone’ to the case and made 

a stand that the Commission does not want to interfere in a case which is 

“pending adjudication before the High Court of Delhi” and thus awaits 

the final order from the Delhi High Court (DHC). Whereas the Protection 

of Human Rights Act (PHRA), empowers NHRCI to both – intervene 

independently and intervene in the said matter in the DHC, the NHRCI 

officially closed the case80 in January 2021, letting down not only CPSC 

but also all the human rights defenders across the country fighting for the 

right to access resource. By acting into the case, instead of closing it, the 

NHRCI would have made its jurisprudence clear on the cases of HRDs 

right to association and thus would have reasserted its powers provided to 

them as per the PHRA. 

4.5.2. The Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) conducted raid on the premises 

of CPSC’s programme unit, People’s Watch on January 08, 2022 after 

registering a case on January 06, 202281 alleging violations under FCRA. 

HRDA sent an urgent appeal82 to the NHRCI soon after the said raid, on 
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January 21, 2022 raising four points for their re-examination and action. 

However, the NHRCI dismissed it in limini (dismissed without 

considering the merits of the case) and stated that as per the Regulation 9 

(xii) of the National Human Rights Commission (Procedure) Amendment 

Regulations, 1997 “the Commission may dismiss in limini complaints of 

the following nature: matter is covered by a judicial verdict/ decision of 

the Commission. Therefore, the complaints are filed and the cases are 

closed”.83 The NHRCI has again shown total hesitancy to perform as per 

its mandate and fulfil its function. 

 

4.6. Right to Association and Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act 2010 

(“FCRA”)  

4.6.1. FCRA is a draconian legislation that seeks to control the functioning of 

civil society organisations. Whilst all foreign funding was completely 

transparent and were reported to the government, through amendments to 

FCRA in 2010 and 2020, arbitrary provisions were brought in which 

effectively choke the working of NGOs.84 The State has misused 

provisions of the FCRA to either deny license or suspend, cancel and not 

renew existing licenses for the CSOs. Prominent organisations, 

particularly, In the domains of civil liberties and social justice, have been 

subjected to arbitrary actions under the FCRA.85 FCRA does not provide 

for a grievance redressal system, appellate processes and lacks oversight 

mechanisms and safeguards. 

4.6.2. Analyses by former UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of assembly and 

association, Mr. Maina Kiai,86 International Commission of Jurists87 and 

International Center for Non-Profit Law88 have revealed that FCRA 2010 

and the 2020 amendments are not consistent with international law and 

hinder the exercise of the right to association.  
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4.6.3. Between 2016-2020, 8,353 FCRA licenses were not renewed.89 Between 

2017-2021, 6,678 NGOs’ licenses were cancelled.90 Around 29,000 

NGOs’ FCRA license either not renewed or cancelled since 2011.91   

4.6.4. Reputed organisations including Lawyers Collective92, Anhad93, Sabrang 

Trust94, Centre for Promotion of Social Concerns95, Navsarjan Trust96, 

Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative97, Oxfam India98, Greenpeace 

India99, Amnesty International India100 and others, have been targeted 

through provisions of FCRA. 

4.6.5. The Supreme Court in the case of ‘Indian Social Action Forum (INSAF) 

v Union of India’ categorically stated that the central government cannot 

brand an organisation ‘political’ and deprive it of its right to receive 

foreign funds for using “legitimate forms of dissent” like bandh, hartal, 

(strike) road roko (road closure), jail bharo (mass arrests) to aid a public 

cause.101 There are several other challenges faced by NGOs, whose FCRA 

licenses have been either suspended, refused or not renewed, pending in 

various high courts. Most of these petitions have been pending since 2016 

and continue to wait for appropriate relief. These challenges to 

government actions under FCRA are not treated as a priority by the courts 

and they continue to be pending for over five years. During this prolonged 

pendency period, several of these organisations have either scaled down 

their operations or ceased to exist.102 

4.6.6. Investigating agencies including the Central Bureau of Investigation 

(CBI), Enforcement Directorate (ED), National Investigating Agency 

(NIA), are being used against human rights defenders and civil society 

organisations, opposition political parties, especially during elections103 to 

intimidate them.104 Prominent HRDs associated with CSOs such as Harsh 

Mander105, Khurram Parvez106 and others involved with protests against 

farm laws and CAA have been subjected to raids and other harassment 

from law enforcement authorities.107 
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5. Recommendations:  

5.1. Repeal the Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act to ensure the right 

to freedom of association, which includes the right to access resources 

for civil society organizations including foreign funding. 

5.2. Amend provisions in Criminal Procedure Code and other criminal 

laws that restricts freedom of assembly, in compliance with 

international standards 

5.3. Ratify International Labour Organisation (ILO) Conventions on 

Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise 

Convention, 1948 (No. 87) and Right to Organise and Collective 

Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No. 98) 

5.4. Amend the Industrial Relations Code 2020 in line with international 

standards 

5.5. Ensure that law enforcement officials and security forces abide by the 

United Nations basic principles on the use of force and firearms and 

in accordance with other international standards  

5.6. Ban the use of indiscriminate and lethal means to curb peaceful 

protests 

 
 

1 “Report of the Working Group on the Universal Periodic Review India”, A/HRC/36/10, 

Available at: https://documents-dds-

ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G17/193/56/PDF/G1719356.pdf?OpenElement and page 29-30 

at http://wghr.org/assets/publications/doc/_zqej7.pdf.  
2 Article 19(1)(b), Constitution of India 1950.  
3 Article 19(1)(c), Constitution of India 1950.  
4 As per Article 19(3) of the Constitution, the right to assembly can be subjected to reasonable 

restrictions by law on the grounds of sovereignty and integrity of India or public order. As per 

Article 19(4) of the Constitution, the right to association can be subjected to reasonable 

restrictions by law only on the grounds of sovereignty and integrity of India, public order or 

morality. 
5 Article 21 of the ICCPR guarantees the right to peacefully assemble whereas Article 22 

enshrines the freedom of association, both with reasonable restrictions “which are prescribed 

by law and which are necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national security or 

public safety, public order (ordre public), the protection of public health or morals or the 

protection of the rights and freedoms of others”.  

https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G17/193/56/PDF/G1719356.pdf?OpenElement
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G17/193/56/PDF/G1719356.pdf?OpenElement
http://wghr.org/assets/publications/doc/_zqej7.pdf
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6 For example, restrictions on the freedom to assembly are imposed predominantly citing 

‘public order’ concerns even when the threshold of ‘public order’ is not breached and are 

further not applied in a proportionate manner.  
7 The Citizenship (Amendment) Act was enacted in 2019 enabling migrants who were 

religious minorities from Afghanistan, Bangladesh and Pakistan to be eligible for Indian 

citizenship but excluded Muslims and therefore overtly discriminatory on the basis of 

religion. See, Apurva Vishwanath, Kaunain Sheriff M, “Explained: What NRC+CAA means 

to you”, The Indian Express, December 25, 2019, Available at: 

https://indianexpress.com/article/explained/explained-citizenship-amendment-act-nrc-caa-

means-6180033/ 
8 Peaceful sit-in protest against the CAA at Shaheen Bagh, New Delhi lasted 101 days with 

numbers of protesters reaching as much as 150,000 according to some reports. Spearheaded 

by women, this protest inspired similar protests in several parts of the country. There has been 

brutal repression of anti-CAA protests with the police using “excessive force against 

demonstrators, including firing indiscriminately into crowds, using teargas and water 

cannons, beating bystanders and detaining and torturing protesters, including children”. It is 

reported that at least 31 persons were killed and were injured. No impartial and transparent 

investigations into the violence have been conducted to this day. See, “After a 101-Day Sit-In, 

Shaheen Bagh Protest Cleared Due to Coronavirus Lockdown”, The Wire, March 24, 2020, 

Available at: https://thewire.in/rights/shaheen-bagh-cleared-coronavirus-lockdown; Murali 

Krishnan, “India citizenship law protests spearheaded by women”, DW, January 22, 2020, 

Available at: https://www.dw.com/en/india-citizenship-law-protests-spearheaded-by-

women/a-52108903; Debobrat Ghose, “Anti-CAA protest at Shaheen Bagh, powered by 

women, has become symbol of resistance and spawned replicas across country”, First Post, 
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